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Precision attitude determination for recent and planned space missions typically includes 
quaternion star trackers (ST) and a three-axis inertial reference unit (IRU). Sensor selection 
is based on estimates of knowledge accuracy attainable from a Kalman filter ·(KF), which 
provides the optimal solution for the case of linear dynamics with measurement and process 
errors characterized by random Gaussian noise with white spectrum. Non-Gaussian 
systematic errors in quaternion STs are often quite large and have an unpredictable time-
varying nature, particularly when used in non-inertial pointing applications. Two filtering 
methods are proposed to reduce the attitude estimation error resulting from ST systematic 
errors, I) extended Kalman filter (EKF) augmented with Markov states, 2) Unscented 
Kalman filter (UKF) with a periodic measurement model. Realistic assessments of the 
attitude estimation performance gains are demonstrated with both simulation and flight 
telemetry data from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. 
I. Introduction 
Precision attitude determination for recent and planned space missions typically includes quaternion star trackers (ST) and three-axis inertial reference units (IRU). Sensor selection is based on estimates of knowledge accuracy 
attainable from a Kalman fil ter (KF), which provides the optimal solution for the case of linear dynamics and 
measurement and process errors characterized by random Gaussian noise with white spectrum. Many near term 
futu re missions will util ize commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) · quaternion STs with systematic errors of 
approximate ly 0.5 arc-min (3 sigma). This is primarily due to the ava ilability of COTS sensors with reasonable cost 
in this performance range. Missions that need more precise knowledge will require higher cost, or perhaps custom 
designed, star trackers or fine guidance sensors to meet performance objectives. When COTS quaternion STs are 
combined with navigation grade IRUs, a typical EKF reduces effects of random errors on the overall attitude 
knowledge to a few arcseconds. However, the effect of ST systematic errors are often much larger and are not 
attenuated by the 6-state attitude extended Kalman ti lter (EKF)1• These errors, resulting from inaccuracies in 
individual sta r measurements, are primarily evident along the ST boresight for narrow field of view (FOV) STs. 2·3 
They are lh¢ uo111iuant iicm iu a typi\:al spacecraft anitu<.le knowledge error anaiysis. · 
The effects of ST systematic errors on quaternion ST solutions are characterized by an unpredictable time- . 
varying e rror, particularly when used in non-inertial pointing applications. As tracked stars move across the FOV 
spatia l errors become time varying. Since the ST quaternion output is an aggregate of individual star measurements 
acquired at various locations on the ST focal plane, systematic changes in the output e rror mean and variance are 
evident as stars dynamically transverse the FOV. For a typical nadir-pointing spacecraft in low Earth orbit (period -
90 min) stars would traverse a typical ST FOV (15 deg) within 3.75 min. Thus, any ST focal plane or other spatial 
FOV errors would appear as time-varying systematic errors with time scales of a few minutes. Since most COTS 
STs have relatively narrow FOV size these errors are primarily evident about the ST boresight direction. For 
example, a typical quaternion ST with transverse systematic errors of a few arcseconds· would have -0.5 arc-min 
systematic errors about the ST boresight. 
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An example, used to illustrate typical ST systematic error, is presented from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(LRO) flight telemetry. The LRO attitude determination system employs two quaternion STs and a single three-axis 
IRU.4 The two ST boresights are separated by approximately 60 deg. Figure l shows a comparison of the typical 
quaternion output for ST l to that from ST2 taken from LRO telemetry. The residual attitude knowledge errors are 
small angle approximations to the delta quaternion computed fi'om the output of the STs. These residuals are then 
filtered, using a low pass filter with bandwidth of l cycle/min, to remove the high frequency random error. During 
this period LRO was nadir-pointing in low lunar orbit (period - 113 min). Since each ST has a 16-deg FOV, the 
stars traverse the FOV in approximately 5 min. Significant non-white systematic errors, with periods from 2 - IO 
min, are clearly present in this data. There are errors with larger time scale which are primarily attributed to thermal 
alignment effects as the STs are exposed to varying solar heating conditions along the orbit. The objective of this 
study is to remove the larger short term systematic error associated with stars traversing the FOV. 
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Figure I. LRO ST #I minus ST #2 Residuals, low pass filtered (T=l min). 
Extensive works in the open literature are available on the subject of spacecraft attitude estimation. Early papers 
include the well known development of the 6-state attitude EKF. 1 A very good recently published survey on 
spacecraft attitude estimation documents a variety of nonlinear methods applied to state-of-the-art attitude 
estimation.' However, few of the published works address systematic measurement errors of the type described in 
.., this paper. Haley3 and Haley et al. 2 identify the nature and basis of ST systematic error, providing also an 
illustration of their effect on precision attitude determination. They include a list of potential approaches to reduce 
the effects of ST systematic error on the attitude determination performance. Reference 2 mentions an ongoing effort 
to model the systematic error using a first-order Markov process, similar to the method described in Section II 
below. However, this work does not include specific algorithmic . development, implementation, and results to 
demonstrate potential performance improvement. Sedlak and Hashmall develop a first order Markov state 
augmentation for describing systematic errorc; ir. magnetometer ;-:,eas11rerncnts for ::itlit~d..:· 1~timqtion using a , 
standard Kalman filter approach. The algorithmic_ work developed therein will serve ·as the m<ftivation for a similar 
approach to model the ST systematic error with a Markov state, as described in Section II. 
In this study we seek to develop filtering methods to reduce the effect of ST systematic errors on the overall 
attitude knowledge to a level equivalent to errors associated with ST random errors. This will enable higher 
performance applications for a given attitude sensor complement or provide for potential hardware cost reduction in 
achieving particular knowledge stability specifications. Two methods for reducing the knowledge errors resulting 
from systematic ST errors are developed in this paper. The first method, described in Section II, is a 6-state attitude 
EKF where the state vector is augmented with first order Markov terms that represent the ST systematic errors. This 
is similar to the methods employed for reduction of systematic magnetometer errors in attitude estimation.' The 
second method, described in Section Ill, is an Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) utilizing a time-varying measurement 
model. In this filter implementation, the ST systematic errors are modeled as a series of periodic basis func.tions 
similar to a Fourier series representation. This method is based on a paper that describes the use of this type of 
measurement model in the reduction of periodic errors in measurement processes for rotating machinery.7 The filter 
states are augmented with bias States to estimate the amplitudes associated with each basis function frequency (i.e., 
Fourier series coefficients). An estimate of the systematic error is formed as the summation of the periodic terms, 
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which is used to adjust the measurement residual accordingly. Both of these methods utilize the multiplicative form 
of the atti tude measurement residual, as in the traditional 6-state EKF.1 
Realistic assessments of performance gains attained by each of the two proposed filtering methods are 
demonstrated by exercising them with simulated measurement data, as well as flight telemetry data from the LRO, 
as described in Section IV. The systematic errors associated with each ST are assumed uncorrelated from each other. 
Thus, the resulting attitude estimates, associated with processing measurements from both STs simultaneously in a 
6-state EKF, should provide a reasonable baseline for determination of the relative performance improvements of 
each proposed method. 
II. Method 1: Extended Kalman Filter with Markov States for ST errors 
This section describes a modification of the standard quaternion plus gyro bias 6-state EKF typically used for 
spacecraft attitude determination. The state is augmented with a scalar correction term representing a rotation about 
the boresight of a single autonomous star tracker (ST). For simplicity, only a single ST correction is modeled in the 
tests presented in this work; however, in practice, one will have a separate scalar correction for each ST. Subsection 
A. describes the ST boresight rotation angle as a first-order Markov model. Subsection B presents the ST sensor 
model with the boresight rotation correction and gives the derivation of the sensitivity matrix, H. 
A. State Augmentation using Markov States for Systematic ST errors 
The unaugmented state vector includes just the attitude quaternion and the gyro bias. The corresponding error 
state is 
(I) 
where ii is the attitude error vector, with norm a, and llb is the gyro bias error vector. The true quaternion, q,me, and 
bias, btru•• are related to the error state and the current state estimate by · 
(2) 
(3) 
The quaternion product convention used here is that quaternions multiply in the same order as direction-cosine 
matrices, and is denoted by the symbol ®. The sign convention in Eq.(2) simpli fies some signs that appear 
elsewhere in the EKF but may differ from the signs used for the attitude error elsewhere in the literature. Caution 
must be taken with the corresponding signs in the propagation matrix and sensitivity matrix. 
The propagation matrix from time t, to t,. 1 for the state x can be written 
! I 4-:t .>;~ • ~ti~-.; '• 
Xt+l = 4>1Xt = [b; f;] X1 (4) 
where the attitude and bias transition matrices, <p and f//, can be found in [I). The covariance propagation is given by 
P,,1 =<t>, P, <1>; +Q, ' (5) 
where Q, is the process noise, depending on the gyro noise sources for accumulated angle random walk and bias 
random walk. ' 
The augmented state is 
(6) 
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where (} is a correction angle to be applied to the ST measured attitude as a rotation about its boresight. This is 
described in more detail in the next section. The correction angle, (}, is assumed to satisfy the equation · 
d ;;;8 =-po+ u(t) , (7) 
where p = 1/ r is the inverse Markov time constant, and u(t) is Gaussian-distributed white noise. The discrete time 
solution to Eq.(7) is 
(8) 
where 
(9) 
with flt, = t,+1 - t,, and where 
( 10) 
(see, e.g., Gelb [ I 0)). Then, the expected augmented state propagation is written as 
a a....a [<l>' x1+1 = <l>, At = 0 
r 1,6 
Ou]xa 
'I', f • ( 11) 
The covariance, Ps, of angle (} satisfi.es the equation 
(1,2) 
where 
E[u(t)u(t')] = Q8 (t)o(t - t ') . (13) 
Assuming the process noise Qs (t) is constant, it is convenient to assume that the covariance of the boresight 
rotation correction is also constant, Ps(t) = 0. Eq.(12) then places a condition on the initial (and constant) 
covariance 
Ps = Qs/(2P) , (14) 
which makes one fewer tunine parameter to adjucot. Th'! covariani-1! can be writte:-? as t!le .s,uare:.•)f.the boresight 
. . ~ ... ,, 
rotation uncertainty angle · · · 
Ps = ag . ( 15) 
Next, the discrete time process noise can be derived by evaluating E[u,u,]. Using Eqs.(10) and (13), the first integral 
is trivial due to the Dirac 6-function, and the second integral yields · 
(16) 
Thus, the augmented state covariance propagation is 
(17) 
. . ,· ... 
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where 
Qa _ [QI O l 
I - 0 Q8,i • (18) 
B. Star Tracker Measurement Model 
The ST returns a quaternion representing the transfonnation from the inertial frame to the sensor frame, and 
thence to the body frame using the ST alignment matrix. This inertial-to-body quaternion will be referred to as q<>h.•· 
The boresight correction angle described in the previous section is applied to the observed quaternion to obtain an 
adjusted quaternion, 
(19) 
where 
- [SslnG)j 
qb - ff!.) . 
. cos\i' 
(20) 
and with S the ST boresight unit vector in the body frame. The ST correction error state, 6.0, is related to the truth 
state and its current estimate as 
The corresponding quaternion error correction is 
so that 
~ 1Ss1n(~8)l dqb = (t.8) 
cos -
2 
(2 1) 
(22) 
(23) 
The ST residual vector is defined here to be twice the vector part of the quaternion product, dq, of the current 
attitude estimate and the conjugate adjusted observation. Making use of Eqs.(2) and (23), this is 
This yields the residual 
res = ii + MJS . 
Finally, the partial derivatives with respect to the error state components are 
Thus, the sensitivity matrix is 
'I ---
5 
8ru =S. 
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(25) 
(26a,b,c) 
(27) 
III. Method 2: Unscented Kalman Filter with Periodic Measurement Model 
An approach similar to the modification of the standard quaternion plus gyro bias filter described in Section II is 
presented in this section. However, in this case the state is augmented with a set of bias states that represent the 
amplitudes of a set of periodic basis functions. This method was used by Wang and Li to augment a Kalman filter 
for estimation of systematic errors in rotating machinery. 7 The use of sine and cosine basis functions is motivated 
by a Fourier series representation of the periodic systematic errors present in the sensor system. For this application 
the ST systematic errors are nearly periodic since the star field pattern nearly repeats at orbit period. Otherwise, the 
time-varying nature of the errors is somewhat unpredictable. For non-inertial pointing applications, tracked stars 
move across the ST FOV and spatial FOV errors result in time varying error in the output quaternion. Since the ST 
quaternion output is an aggregate of individual star measurements acquired at various locations on the ST focal 
plane, systematic errors in the quaternion output are evident as stars dynamically traverse the ST FOV. Thus, any ST 
focal plane or other spatial FOV errors would appear as time-varying systematic errors with time scales of a few 
minutes, depending on the FOV size. 
Subsection 'A describes the augmented ST measurement model using periodic basis functions. For a set of 
functions with prior determined fixed frequencies the resulting measurement model is strictly a function of time, not 
state (i.e., time-varying linear). However, to facilitate the extension of this measurement model to the case of 
adaptation for basis functions with uncertain, and perhaps varying parameters (e.g., frequency), the UKF method 
was chosen to implement this estimator. The UKF is a nonlinear estimation method that directly uses the nonlinear 
system and measurement models for propagation of the state and measurement· error covariance matrices, without 
the linearization errors associated with the EKF. The UKF also has the advantage of using the measurement and 
state updates of a standard linear Kalman filter, thus allowing ease of implementation of the multiplicative 
quaternion measurement residual (as developed in Section II 8). Subsection B is an overview of the UKF8·9 as 
implemented for this application, based on an algorithm described in [8]. 
A. Periodic Measurement Model 
Rather than implementing the model for the ST boresight systematic error as a first-order Markov process, as in 
Eqs. 7-9, the error is expressed in the form of a Fourier series expansion of the true error, where Np is the number of 
periodic terms in the expansion. · 
Np 
() = L (B,,(2i - 1) * cos( w,,(i)* /) +Bp(2i) • sin(wp(i) * t)). (28) 
,., 
The frequencies associated with the Fourier series basis functions will be assumed as known prior parameters. 
However, the amplitudes associated with each term are modeled with bias states to facilitate estimation of their 
time-varying nature. The standard attitude and IRU bias state, given in Eq. (I), is augmented with bias states to form 
the state model, where u(t) is a white noise input. 
.... 
... ~' ! .. , . .. · ... ' . :-- . . .. ~ .. ,:~ ~::--" . . ,:t;.. -~ ... ::·:\ .:.· ,:.: .. : 
(29) 
The state transition matrix for the discrete time implementation of the bias states is then the identity matrix, yielding 
- -B,, ,I+ I = ()I' ,I • (30) 
This new state vector implies a slightly different measurement model than the one given in Section II B. First, 
define the multiplicative quaternion measurement residual, dq0 , using a modified estimate of the current ST 
quaternion, q.,7•• This estimated ST quaternion1 q,,1' , is usually given~ the IRU propagated prior attitude estimate, 
q 11111• Here q11111 is multiplied by an estimate of the ST boresight systematic error, q 8 , as given by Eq (20), providing 
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an appropriate ST systematic error correction. In this case the ST boresight angle error, given by Eq. (28), is 
substituted for (} in Eq (20). 
... - ® q.,'T- q8 q //(1 (31) 
(32) 
The measurement residual can be expressed using small angle approximation for Eq (32) as, 
{
N,. } 
res =o+S I(Op(2i-l)*cos(wp(i)* t)+Op(2i)* sin(w,.(i)* t)) . 
/a l 
(33) 
The associated measurement sensitivity matrix is then, 
H = l13x3 03.r3 S[cos(w,.(i)* t), sin(w,,(i)* t), ... ,cos(w,.(N,.)* t), sin(w,,(Np)* t)]j. (34) 
\ 
Note that this measurement matrix is time-varying with augmented state size equal to 6 + 2*Nr. The model 
developed herein considers only a single ST systematic error correction; however, in principle, one could have a 
separate scalar correction for additional STs, which would result in an additional 2• Np states for each additional ST. 
Determination of the frequency parameter vector, w1,, is based on the transit times of the stars across the FOV. 
An estimate of the typical transit time, T, is obtained by assuming each star transits along a circular sector of the ST 
FOV. The sector length associated with the star transit, L, , is a function of the, ST FOV size, Rrov , and the 
perpendicular distance from the transit track to the center of the FOV, h. The units for the parameters in Eq. (35) are 
all given in degrees. 
L., = 2 * sqrt(R rov "2 - h"2) 
T =(L" I 360) * I;,,h,, 
(35) 
(36) 
For the LRO application the orbit period (T0 ,,.,,) is approximately 2 hr, and the FOV size is 16 deg. Thus, the 
approximate transit time range is 2.5 to 5 min. Systematic errors resulting from FOV anomalies with circular 
symmetry with respect to the ST boresight will result in time-varying errors with frequency proportional to the 
transit time. Asymmetric FOV errors will result in time-varying errors with frequency proportional to twice the 
tiamit time. ·Thus; the·.dominant systematic error "Should be within the r<!nge of 2.5 to IC, min. Systematic errors 
within this time range are clearly evident from the LRO ST comparison residuals, shown in Fig. I. Selection of 
particular frequencies to consider for the basis functions in the periodic measurement model should be consistent 
,with this analysis. The filter with the modified measurement model (Eq. 34) is implemented in a UKF to allow for 
an easy extension to a nonlinear measurement model. For example, a nonlinear model would result from additional 
state augmentation for adaptive estimation of the frequency parameters in the measurement model. 
B. Unscented Kalman Filter Overview 
This section contains an overview .of the UKF algorithms provided in [8] and [9]. Reference 8 provides an 
excellent introduction to a class of filters called Sigma Point filters, of which the UKF is a member. These filters 
retain the typical estimator framework associated with optimal linear filtering techniques. The difference is in the 
method of propagation for the associated error state, measurement, and cross-covariance matrices (i.e., Pl<., P,,., and 
Pry in the standard EKF algorithm). A set of so-called sigma points are defined and propagated through the state and 
measurement models. Then, the covariance matrices are computed numerically from the transfonned sigma points. 
First, form a set of sigma points, Xk-l , based on prior state and state error covariance estimates, 
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(37) 
where y is a tuning parameter defining the spread of the sigma points. These sigma points are then propagated 
through a potentially nonlinear dynamic state transition model 
(38) 
where (i) refers to the ith row vector associated with the sigma points X, and l is the number of states. An estimate 
of the state is then fonned as a weighted sum of the sigma points 
2/, 
xk = L w,n' Xk-1 (i) • (39) 
1=0 
_ The post-update state error covariance matrix is then estimated numerically as a weighted sum of the sigma point 
error states 
2L . P: = L w~ (xk-1U) -xk)(xk-1U)-xkY · (40) 
,-o 
The sigma points are then transfonned through the measurement model to fonn a set of pseudo-measurement 
estimates b,ased on the sigma points 
(41) 
An estimate of the measurement is then computed numerically as a weighted sum of the pseudo sigma point 
measurements 
21. 
" " Ill V ('} Yk = L...J w, l k - 1 I • (42) 
t=O 
Finally, the measurement and cross covariance matrices are computed numerically as weighted sums of the 
associated error state and measurement residuals 
2/. •. 
...... .. - ' · .:,,• ;• ·P;y· = Iw; (Yk-1(i)~y~)(r.,_·.u)-.v.d' ; .. .... • ., ... . ,,... ..... • 1·,. ~ . , '"'( •• . ., . .. . ..... · .. '.' .... ; 43)" ' 
i=O . 
21. 
P.ry= 2:w~Ctk-l(i)-xk)(Yk-l(i)-y.Y. (44) 
,.o 
, 
The UKF implementation has the advantage, over, some other nonlinear filtering methods, of preserving the 
measurement update framework of the EKF. Thus, the multiplicative quaternion residual is utilized in a manner 
identical to the EKF fonnulation. In fact, with proper choice of the weighting and tuning factors it can be shown that 
for a linear system with Gaussian errors, the estimates converge to the optimal tilter estimates. A summary of the 
method for selection of the UKF weighting and tuning parameters is given below, based on algorithms for the scaled 
unscented transform. In this UKF implementation .r-0, a=0.01, and /J=2. 
Ji.=a 2(L '+ K)-L r=.J A+ L 
8 
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(45) 
. '-
. . 
A. 
·wm=--
o 1 + L w~ =-
1
- (1- a 2 + P) 
1+ L 
1 
W m =We= , i-:t:. 0 
' ' 2(..:l+L) 
IV. Results 
(46) 
(47) 
The perfonnance of the proposed filtering methods was evaluated using simulated data as well as LRO flight 
telemetry. The simulated data used hueristic models of the ST systematic errors based on observed filter residuals 
from LRO flight telemetry. This approach provided a reasonable simulation assessment in lieu of a more realistic 
high fidelity model of specific ST systematic error contributors, such as those described in [2] and [3]. Two models, 
one a colored noise process and the other a deterministic model, are described in Subsection B. The simulation 
results are augmented with an assessment of each filter's performance using LRO telemetry data, as described in 
Subsection C. ST quaternion data from two non-coaligned STs are available in LRO telemetry on a continuous 
basis. Processing both STs in a standard 6-state EKF provides a convenient means of obtaining a reasonable set of 
truth data for performance comparison of the proposed filtering techniques. Subsection A provides a description of 
the tuning parameters used in the performance evaluation. 
A. Filter Parameters 
Filter parameters were selected for each filter method to facilitate the performance assessment. The rationale for 
the values used is provided in this subsection. The Markov time constant was varied in Method # I to find the value 
that produced the minimum error variance. The value obtained was 70 sec. This seems counter-intuitive since the 
dominant boresight errors are centered around a 5 min period in the data. However, this result does make sense 
when considering the observability of the 6-state filter augmented with a Markov state for the measurement error. 
As the Markov time constant is raised the system becomes less observable; in fact it becomes entirely unobservable 
in the limit as the Markov state model approaches the response of a bias state. In this situation the filter cannot 
distinguish the gyro bias error from the ST systematic errors. Alternatively, as the time constant is lowered the 
Markov model response approaches the solution from a band-limited white noise model. In other words the solution 
from Method # l will approach the 6-state EKF solution in the limit. 
In Method #2 the ST systematic errors are modeled with a set of periodic basis functions with zero mean. This 
avoids the observability issues associated with the Markov augmentation. Periodic basis ·function frequencies 
centered around a 5 min period were considered a good choice for the ST periodic systematic error model for LRO, 
as described in Section Ill. Since each frequency term in the Fourier series expansion adds two states to the model, 
minimizing the number of terms is necessary to avoid infonnation dilution associated with a large state vector. The 
filter was implemented with 3, 10, and 20 tenns centered around the 5 min characteristic period. The results 
demonstrated that 3 terms were sufficient to estimate the short term systematic errors; additional terms did not 
substantially improve the solution. Thus, three fixed frequency terms with 2.5, 5, and IO min periods were used in 
·:tht:· UKr implementation, resulting in ·a l:!-stale fillet~ The spectr:il~density of the white noise sources usi::d in the 
bias states associated with the basis function amplitudes in the periodic error model were tuned to provide best filter 
perfonnance. 
B. Simulation Study 
A telemetry simulation study was conducted to assess the performance improvement of the proposed methods 
over the 6-state EKF. A simplified model of true rates and attitudes was generated to represent nadir attitude 
kinematics for approximately 5 orbits of a typical low-altitude lunar orbit with pitch rate of 0.05 deg./sec. The IRU 
rate model included angle random walk (0.3 arc-sec/sec1n) and bias drift (7e-5 arc-sec/sec312 ) noise terms. The ST 
error model included transverse angle (6.0 arc-sec, 3-cr) and boresight angle (65 arc-sec, 3-cr) noise terms. Although 
two STs were simulated the filter results shown in this paper used only a single ST (STI). The two models of the ST 
systematic errors that were used in this simulation study are described below. 
The first model implemented the ST systematic errors as a colored noise process using a 3rd order band-pass 
filter. The passband was set to generate signals between·· 10 min and 2.5 min periods centered at a frequency 
associated with a 5 min period. The ST boresight and transverse errors were set to amplitudes of28 and 4 arc-sec, 
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respectively. Figure 2 shows a comparison the estimation residuals from each filter using the bandpass colored noise 
process to model the systematic error. The simulation duration was 35000 sec, which is equivalent to approximately 
five LRO orbits. These residuals were computed as the difference of each filter's attitude estimate with the 
simulated true attitude. Uncompensated ST systematic errors are clearly evident in the 6-slale EKF results, shown in 
blue. Both the Markov state augmented filter (Method #1) and the UKF with periodic measurement model (Method 
#2) show significant improvement over the baseline EKF, particularly after 550 min when the systematic errors are 
largest. The UKF shows slightly better performance over that same period which demonstrates the ability of the 
periodic measurement model to compensate for systematic errors modeled as a random process. There are several 
noted exceptions to the UKF's superior performance, such as the transient at approximately 513 min. These 
transients were infrequent and limited to less than - 15 arc-sec during steady-state operation. 
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Figure 2. Filter Residuals {RSS), for EKF, Markov, and UKF, relative to True Attitude (band-pass model). 
The second method modeled the ST errors in a'deterministic fashion. Since the star patterns within the ST FOV 
repeat every orbit in a Nadir pointing situation, a periodic model provided a reasonable alternative to a random 
process model for evaluating realistic performance in the presence of periodic errors. In this case the ST systematic 
errors were comprised of sine and cosine waveforms at three fixed frequencies associated with 2.5, 5, and IO min 
periods. These frequencies where selected for two reasons, I) to provide an approximate model of the time-varying 
· nature of the systematic error associated with the star transits through ST FOV, as described in Section Ill, 2) to 
match the frequencies used in the UKF periodic measurement model to quantify the potential improvement in filter 
performance using this method, as well as the robustness of the Markov stale augmentation to non-random errors in 
th~ ST n1ea:;urernerits. Thi amplitude of earh !1':'~:::i,~ic· term·was,mod11l i11f',~ 1t 1111 orbit p~rioa-of.abcut-two hours to .. 
approximate the variations· noticed in the LRO flighi telemetry. The ST boresighi and transverse-errors we're set to . 
amplitudes of 28 and 4 arc-sec, respectively, similar to the approach used to model the ST errors in the band-pass 
error model. Figure 3 shows a comparison the estimation residuals from each filter using the periodic model of the 
ST systematic error. The simulation duration was 35000 sec, which is equivalent to approximately five LRO orbits. 
Uncompensated ST systematic errors are clearly evident in the 6-state EKF results, shown in blue. Both the Markov 
state augmented filter (Method #1) and the UKF with periodic measurement model (Method #2) show significant 
improvement over the baseline EKF, for the selected period representing steady-state filter operation. The UKF 
results, shown in red, demonstrate a factor of approximately two or better performance than the EKF with Markov 
state over this period, illustrating the potential performance gain associated with the periodic measurement model. 
There is one noted exception to the UKF's superior performance at approximately 568 min. Transients of this type 
were infrequent and limited to less than - 15 arc-sec in the steady-state, similar to the results obtained when using 
the band-pass model. Comparing the results of the EKF with Markov state using the periodic ST error model, shown 
in Figure 2, to the results using the band-pass colored noise model, shown in Figure 3, illustrate the robustness of the 
Markov state implementation.1In -both cases the EKF with Markov state provides approximately a factor of two 
improvement over the baseline EKF. · 
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Figure 3. Filter Residuals (RSS), for EKF, Markov, and UKF, relative to True Attitude (periodic model). 
C. Filter Processing of LRO Flight Telemetry 
Filter processing of LRO flight telemetry data was used to assess the performance of the proposed attitude 
estimation methods, supplementing the simulation results presented in the previous section. This telemetry 
assessment provides a cross-validation of the simulated data .estimates that utilize hueristic models in place of more 
precise high fidelity models of the ST error contributors. 
The relative performance of the two proposed filters are assessed by processing LRO flight telemetry from a 
single ST and comparing against an estimated attitude obtained by processing both STs with the standard 6-state 
EKF. Since the FOV of each ST does not overlap the other the systematic errors associated with each ST should not 
be correlated with each other. Thus, the resulting attitude solutions from a 6-state filter that processes measurements 
from both STs simultaneously should provide a reasonable baseline for determination of the relative performance 
improvements from the proposed filtering methods. An analysis of single ST attitude solutions as compared against 
two ST filter solutions provides a validation of this approach. Figure 4 shows a comparison of attitude estimation 
residuals from a typical two orbit period of LRO flight data. These residuals are computed as the difference of a 
standard 6-state Kalman filter solution using ST I measurements only to the baseline obtained from a 6-state filter 
processing data from both STs. Note that the estimation error has been expressed in the local ST I reference frame (Z 
axis is ST boresight). As expected the error is dominant about the ST I boresight. Figure 5 shows a similar EKF 
soltJtiQJUCSi~uaJ. co1J1paring~th.e.filt(;r;g,uJgut u~J.ng qQly .. ~1]-to t.!ic. <,\Utput obtii,w~<:i .. frAOl,ID~,k~s!!Hf!~·f~JSf13.r:e~.ot'<:~<L: 
in the ST2 reference frame. Again the dominant error is about the ST boresight, ST2 in this case. Furthermore, the 
error in each case appears to be uncorrelated with the other. This seems to indicate that I) the ST systematic error is 
dominated by error about each respective ST boresight, and 2) the solution for the 6-state EKF using both STs is 
accurate enough to provide a good baseline for performance assessment of alternative approaches. 
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Each proposed filter method was evaluated by comparison against the baseline .6-state. EI<F solution using a 
representative set .-,f LRO; dat~ . . Figure t, , "ho ::~ ,he roct su~ sqwrn." (RSS) a!ti,1.1de.:~ry;sidols- computed by 
differencing each proposed filter solution using only STI with the baseline filter using both·;STs. Figure 7 shows a 
similar set of comparisons using ST2 data. Results of both the EKF with Markov state (Method # 1), and the UKF 
with periodic measurement model (Method #2) show improvement in reducing the1error associated with the 2-10 
min period variations evident in the data. The UKF outperfonns the standard 6-state EKF, as well as the EKF 
augmented with the Markov. state. This perfonnance improvement is more evident when considering the 
comparative filter results shown in Figures 8 and 9. These plots were produced by forward-backward tittering the 
residuals shown in Figs. 6 and 7 using a first-order high-pass filter with a 15 min time constant to remove tow 
frequency errors primarily attributed to thennal alignment stability within an orbit period, such as those evident in 
STI telemetry between 1130 and 1150 min. Knowledge error stability within a 15 min time period would be of 
primary importance in removing any image distortion since the LRO Camera (LROC) typically processes single 
images during this period. Performance improvements for the UKF (Method #2) over the baseline 6-state EKF are 
evident in these figures. 
. :1.: . · -
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Conclusion 
Systematic error in quaternion star trackers has been identified as a primary error source in spacecraft attitude 
estimation using a typical GNC hardware complement. Six-state attitude filtering approaches do not actively attempt 
to mitigate these non-white, non-Gaussian errors sources. Two attitude filter methods, one using an EKF with 
Markov state augmentation, and the other using a UKF with periodic measurement model, have been shown to 
improve the attitude estimation using both simulated data and LRO flight telemetry. The UKF with periodic basis 
function measurement model shows the greater improvement over the traditional 6-state EKF in reducing the effects 
of temporally correlated systematic errors in the ST measurements for a typical non-inertial pointing application. 
Further work to reduce the infrequent error transients noticed in the UKF, and to exploit the capability of the UKF to 
handle nonlinear state and measurement processes - perhaps with on-line adaptive estimation of the basis function 
parameters - is an ongoing effort. 
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